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PRESIDENTS REPORT FOR 1987-88
This has been a great year for fieldwalking, and flints have dominated the scene
almost entirely - a new departure for SOAG which has, up to now, had. mostly Medieval
sites to deal with. Our numbers have remained steady at 135.
We have been congratulated on the format and fatness of our Bulletin, which now
boasts an official ISSN number and goes to 'yarious museums and libraries. Our grateful
thanks are due to editor Janet Sharpe, without whom it would not be such a success; and
also for her continuing sale of Shire books, which benefits our funds considerably.

Fieldwork
Our Tuesday meetings have continued as often as possible. When it was cold, we
usually met at my house to wash flints. Otherwise we were fieldwalking.
We spent two days walking the Whitchurch field known as Lower Hitch, which
yielded a flint arrowhead. One afternoon we found a flint-working site on Moulsford
Down Bozedown Camp occupied us for 14 days, often in wet and wind. Seven minor
sorties by the Fultons produced several more flint sites and we did five walks round
Hartsiock and Coidharbour. Two visits to Bozedown were made to look at and record a
denehole exposed by the rain; a third visit with the Sonning Caving Club was spent
exploring the hole.
We made a last Celtic head-hunt to Abingdon Museum where they kindly showed
us a three-sided head. We also had a visit to the Oxford Archaeological Utht's dig near
Reading, two fieldwalks in North Stoke (also flints) and nine others for various
purposes, and a rallying of members to rescue all our finds and equipment when
Newington was vacated. Our thanks go to Mike Fulton for bringing his trailer to collect
the finds and Peter Shanks for storing them.
-

The Gatehampton dig provided a unique opportunity, when Tim Allen of the
OAU invited us to help and 20 members (not all at once!) worked daily for 23 days in
June. This exciting dig covered a variety of periods. The Roman corn dryer was given
to SOAG to excavate and the finds included an iron hook, a bronze child's bracelet and,
in a pit further down the sité', a Mesolithic Thames axe.
We also had a rescue task at The Old Vicarage, Mapledurham, where an amount
and we recorded it for the
Of old church masomy had turned up in the garden
Woodstock Museum. Masons' marks were an interesting. feature. There are still some
stones to be drawn and we are hoping to obtain a profile gauge to help us, with some of
our Lloyds Bank Award money.

Meetings
I

These were as varied as ever. Dr Emlyn-Jones talked about Rome in April and
May saw Tim Allen (OAU) talking about Dean Court and we arranged to join his dig at
Gatehampton. This meeting also saw the use of our new projector. Our thanks go to
Malcolm Todd, our treasurer, for all the work he put in to obtain it.
The September meeting was on the unusual subject of charcoal and its use in
metallurgy, by Don Kelley. In October we borrowed a video from Mike Hall, the Water
Board's archaeologist, which included members digging at Gatehampton. This was
followed by Dr Hopkins on sarsen stones in November, apropos of our rescue of the
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boundary sarsen at the Swan, Streatley. This is now the main feature of their entrance,
thanks to SOAG. In December we had the history of SOAG, with myself talking and
Gareth Thomas's slides and commentary; this was repeated at the February meeting by
the request of those unable to come before Christmas, together with some Peruvian slides
shown by June Knowles.
Courses and Conferences

Three courses were attended by SOAG members and we will also be attending the
CBA9 course at Cogges at the end of April this year. Six of us got soaked on a day
course at Butser, but it was well worth it and we had a splendid day in spite of the rain.
Visits
Twenty-six of us went to see the Gatehampton site in June, and in July 19 visited
Buscot. Once again we slipped in an evening outing in August; this time another 26 of
us went to East Hendred to see Champs Chapel Museum and meet the curator, followed
by a delightful evening walk round the village. (See SOAG Bulletin no. 43 (1987), pp. 7-9
for reports of these visits.)

The Party
To crown this busy and productive year we had a record number of over 50 at
our SOAG New Year Party at the Oratory School. Ann Hitchman devised the
competition (inspired by Bernard Levy) and it was won by junior SOAG Paul Brewer.
He and Oliver sold the raffle tickets, and John Percival ran the bar with Alan Wilson
helping. As usual everyone responded and 'brought a plateful', and we had a sumptuous
feast and a very happy evening. A book token has been sent as a 'thank you' to the
school.

Publications
I have already mentioned the SOAG Bulletin at the beginning of this report.
Please continue to send contributions for the next issue.

Every paid-up member has a Programme with the dates of all meetings in it.
Please keep this handy and look at it! The Messenger serves as a reminder and includes
extra items and changes. Please feel free to ask me to include your contributions in the
Messenger.
Lloyds Bank Award

Once again we were encouraged to apply for an award from the Lloyds Bank
Fund for Independent Archaeologists, and have been given L 65 to be collected on 23
March, when Jean Allen and Mike Fulton will accompany Adam and myself to the
Society of Antiquaries at Burlington House, Piccadilly.

The Committee
Finally, it is my pleasure to thank our lively Committee, especially the treasurer
and secretaries whose jobs are not always easy. Without their help you would not have
the outings, the interesting lectures and the satisf'ing archaeological work we are able
to organise as a team.
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We, in turn, feel it is worth it, ¡f you all try to turn up as often as you can to
the various events, fleidwaiks and meetings, when a good-sized audience makes the
lecturer's efforts worthwhile.

A special word of thanks is due to our librarian, Ann Hitchman, who turns up
unfailingly to meetings with heavy loads of books and has organised the library so
efficiently.

Please keep up the numbers at meetings, every one of you counts and thânks to
you all, especially our 'regulars', for your support and interest.
Cynthia Graham Kerr

A LETrER FROM FRANCE
To all our new friends in SOAG:

The story began a few years ago...(was it 1984, 1985?). As usual, we had sent a
few leaflets to various societies and journals in France and abroad to announce our
summer dig and, as usual, a few students (and others) replied and came to help us in our
excavation at Roc-la-Tour (Ardeimes), a remote place in the north-east corner of France.
That year we had quite a few English-speaking people, coming from England and also
from Scotland, Australia and New Zealand. The whole camp was soon ringing with "Oh
dear!", "Excuse me!", "Gosh!", and now and then "Zut, alors!" or "Mince!". That was Cyn,
checking her French in France and showing us how pleased she was to be with us for a
while. And we were also pleased to have her with us. She has been our friend since
those happy days.
Every year she has returned, and every year we are happy to welcome her as a
member of our family. We are very happy, and proud, too, to become members of your
large SOAG family. We do hope that our common story, our collaboration, is far from
being over, and that we can exchange plenty of ideas, notes and drawings in the future.
With best wishes and regards from your new French friends to our new SOAG
friends.

Colette and Jean-Georges Rozoy
(See Cyn's article on Mesolithic France elsewhere in this Bulletin - Ed.)

SUMMER EXCURSIONS 1988
Avebury and its environs

A group of members and friends gathered in Avebury village on 18 June to spend
the day exploring the area. Avebury is unique in British prehistory for the grand scale
of its construction, and within a radius of about two miles there are a causewayed camp,
three long barrows, several round barrows, the remains of at least three other stone
circles and the largest prehistoric mound in Europe - Silbury Hill.
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The bank and ditch at Avebury, built in true henge fashion with the bank
outside the ditch, enclose an area of 11.5 ha (28½ acres) and include part of the present
village. The bank itself is still about 5 m high and the ditch averages 9 m deep. There
are four entrance causeways, roughly corresponding to the points of the compass. Within
the bank and ditch was an outer circle of at least 98 sarsen stones and two smaller inner
circles. Sadly many of the sarsens were destroyed in the 18th century. Avebury reached
its climax in the Neolithic and continued in use into the Bronze Age.
The little museum houses an interesting display of local finds, many from the
nearby causewayed camp of Windmill Hill. The church of St James is a delight, built
well outside the pagan earthworks. Parts of the original Saxon church can still be seen
in the form of three small round windows high on the north side of the nave and, lower
down, two round-headed rectangular openings, originally windows but now stranded
indoors as the successive shells of later churches have been built around them.
Leaving Avebury, we drove alongside part of the West Keimet Avenue, a wide
avenue of sarsen stones that extended for over a mile from the south entrance to the socalled Sanctuary (concentric rings of stones and postholes, perhaps comparable to
Woodhenge) on Overton Hill. The sarsens were arranged in facing pairs of lozengeshaped and pillar-like stones, perhaps representing female and male respectively. A
similar avenue extended from the west entrance, but little survives.
We parked the cars near Silbury Hill and walked along the footpath to the West
Kennet Long Barrow - the largest Neolithic long barrow in the country. It was built
around 3250 BC and pottery fragments show it continued in use for at least 1000 years.
Originally 100.6 m (330 feet) long and 2.4 m (8 feet) high, it has been sadly damaged - a
century or so ago a local farmer actually drove a cart track through it. The burial
chamber at the east end has been restored. A small forecourt leads to an entrance
passage with five chambers opening from it, all built of large sarsens and roofed with
rough corbelling and capstones, the gaps filled with drystone walling. The disarticulated
remains of only about 50 people were found here - so few for such a long period of use.
Thick glass panels set into the roof enable the chambers to be seen without the need for
torchlight.

From the top of the barrow we had an excellent view of Silbury Hill. This
covers an area of some 2.2 ha (5½ acres) and is still nearly 40 m (130 feet) high. It seems
to have been built as a stepped cone with the terraces then filled in except for the top
one. Excavations have failed to reveal why this spectacular mound was raised but we
now know when - the fragile remains of flying ants were found preserved at the base,
showing the first turfs were lifted in late July-August, after the harvest had been
gathered.
We left sated with British prehistôry. I suspect many of us were already looking
forward to our next visit - Avebury is a place of pilgrimage.

Janet Sharpe

Exploring the valley of the White Horse

The early-birds arrived on Saturday 9 July in heavy rain, but this soon cleared
and a sunny day ensued. We explored the Iron Age hill fort of Uffington Castle noting
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its turned-out horns at the entrance and, in a modern break in the ramparts, I found a
flint flake. The ditch is still very V-shaped and impressive. We looked at the Horse and
Dragon Hill, and then drove to the Ridgeway and walked along it to Wayland's Smithy.
This has been rather tarted-up and is not nearly as good as the West Kennet Long
Barrow; one can go into only two side chambers, the end is blocked and the floor veiy
filled-up. Returning, we drove back to Kingston Lisle and at the cross-roads turned
right and stopped to have a blow at the Blowing Stone.

We decided to lunch at Lambourn's Seven Barrows and parked along a bumpy
track beside them. We found pyramidal orchids on a saucer barrow and I found a flake
on one barrow, dug out by a rabbit. Turning south we drove through Lambourn to
Upper Lambourn and parked in a side-road where we could see some excellent striplynchets on the side of a hill. Malcolm and I scrambled up them and were most
impressed with both the steepness of the sides and the wide, flat platforms. Marsh
orchids and a white scabious (unusual) grew on the second one. We then returned to
Lambourn to look at the fine Medieval church and hear the choir doing a sponsored sing
and some fine organ music. There were many fantastic gargoyles on the building and
close by a fine preaching cross with a carved top, still intact and decipherable. We
returned along the Lambourn Valley with its river and many pretty villages, after a
very enjoyable day.

crnthia Graham Kerr
Wall paintings in St Mary's church. Chaigrove

On the fine summer evening of 16 August some 24 of us met in the churchyard
near the old yew tree. One of our three visitors was Rose Docker from Sydney,
Australia, an archaeological student who subsequently did some very fruitful digging at
Gatehampton. The new Chalgrove incumbent, the Rev. Ian Cohen, took us into the
church to see the mid-l4th centuiy wall paintings in the chancel, sanctuary and north
aisle.

They form one of the most complete sets in the countiy, being arranged in three
tiers mainly in the side walls of the chancel; they are in earth colours of red,yellow and
black, with some green. On the south side are scenes from the Life of the Virgin and
the Last Judgement. To the east, beside the altar, are the Death of the Virgin, St
Thomas receiving the Girdle and the Coronation of the Virgin. The north side shows
the Tree of Jesse and scenes from the Life of Christ. Saints are arranged round the
window splays. As the paintings had been covered for centuries and then accidentally
revealed, those on the south side being the latest, some have greatly deteriorated, but
sufficient remains to follow the incidents with their marvellous vitality of movement
and flow of draperies.

Architecturally, the church is transitional Early English onwards, the outside
being Decorated and Perpendicular. Of special interest is a cresset stone set in the south
wall of the nave. It has nine circular holes intended for lamps. On the floor are some
fine 15th century brasses, and there are two sculpted 18th century monuments. Only
fragments of 15th century stained glass remain. The square clock face is dated 1836.
As dusk fell we dispersed to view some of the remaining old houses in this (now)
commuter-belt village, particularly Manor Farm, 15th or 16th century, now
magnificently restored, and also the inns.

Margaret Westwood
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TOMORROW'S PAST - RURAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE 1990s:
the CBA Group 9 Annual Conference. 23 April 1988
This was the first time the conference could not be held at Rewley House in
Oxford. The venue chosen was Blake School, Witney. Unfortunately, the room was
rather cold and could not be darkened sufficiently to show the slides, but we hope these
teething troubles can be overcome.

However, the talks were interesting, and enabled at least one listener to sort out
in her mind the complicated relationships between various organisations involved in
conservation. A record number of 20 SOAG members was present.

The first talk was by George Lambrick, secretary of the CBA Countryside
Committee. He said that the CBA's main task was to promote the importance of
archaeology, particularly in conservation. Documented history is safe in that it has been
recorded and each generation has access to the records. But archaeological data must be
protected on site - even a reconstruction undertaken with the best intentions can prevent
future access to the original records. Destroyed habitats can often be recreated;
destroyed archaeological data never.
The CBA liaised with other conservationist groups, produced pamphlets and
guides, and advised government and developmental bodies on conservation matters. We
live in a dynamic world and conditions are always changing - erosion is caused by
nature as well as by man. Drainage of peat soils has destroyed one of nature's best
preservatives. Only 5% of the Scottish Highlands has been surveyed. New government
policies which pay farmers to produce less in order to reduce EEC surpluses could well
be tied to better conservation, traditional farming and tourist services. Although
conservation archaeology was nowadays funded by developers, it was often underfunded. For example, the MOT paid 100,000 a year for seven or eight major
developments, an amount sufficient to finance only one.
The second speaker was Tom Greaves of 'Common Ground', a London-based
charity which broke away from English Heritage in 1983 to endeavour to preserve the
Modern
ordinary things of everyday life, not just the rare and the grandiose.
synonymous
with
confrontation.
There
was
too
much
science
conservation was too often
about modern conservation and too little understanding of people's emotional response to
their environment, which could be stimulated by use of the arts. He spoke of the Parish
Map Project, whereby some 300 parishes had created maps of their areas. These maps,
which were sometimes works of art in their own right, provided a focus of activity
involving the whole community. In one parish it had revived the ancient custom of
beating the bounds. In another, a group of women had got together to embroider their
map with quilting and patchwork.
The third talk was by Helen Paterson, Ancient Monuments Warden. Her job was
to visit every ancient monument in seveia1 counties. She described many of the problems
met when visiting sites and their owners a letter from London informing a farmer that
a monument was protected often resulted in antipathy; on the other hand, a tactfully
worded explanation that he owned one of the few surviving examples of a particular
phase of our past often aroused his pride and co-operation. Advice could then be given
on how to prevent erosion, over-grazing, and damage by ploughing. Other man-made
hazards, apart from deliberate site destruction, were caused unwittingly - by dumping,
particularly in moats or hollow ways, by flooding caused by dams and weirs, by children
playing on the site, even by a fishing platform placed against an ancient revetment. Nor
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was nature less destructive - tree roots, fallen trees, rabbit warrens, undergrowth, natural
flooding and erosion all put monuments at risk.

After lunch at the Manor Farm Museum cafeteria speákers from local societies
gave their reports. John Steane of the Woodstock Museum Field Section described
research which questioned the antiquity of the Ridgeway and whether it had originally
existed in its present form, although, clearly, it had been 'an important zone of
communication'. Air surveys showed how mtich the eastern part differed from the
western, which was bordered by burial mounds. Possibly this section was a series of
funeral routes. There was nothing to show that the Ridgeway was pre-Bronze Age, and
it ignored Avebury completely.

Geoff Wallace of the Abingdon Society described research on an archaeological
enclosure adjacent to the Drayton cursus monument near Dorchester. This had produced
Neolithic flints and confirmed that the enclosure had no causeway. In Abingdon itself
excavations in a cellar and garden had uncovered Roman pottery, Iron Age ware and
Beaker period potteiy.
Roger Ainslie of the Oxford University Archaeological Society spoke of
excavations at Bladon Round Castle. This hill fort is tree-covered, and soil disturbance
caused by felling and planting has revealed much burnt clay. The excavation of a
section through the inner ramparts showed that the clay bank was revetted with stone on
both faces and that the outer face had been burnt, causing the outer stone revetment to
collapse. From beneath pebble surfaces inside the defences came sherds which can be
dated to the early Iron Age. The hill fort is therefore earlier than previously thought.
SOAG's Cynthia Graham Kerr told the meeting about the many flint finds the
Group had achieved by fieldwalking, describing ten new sites. A dene hole had also
been found at Bozedown Camp - it had clearly been made with metal tools. There were
also two other smaller holes at Bozedown.

Andrew Pike of the Bucks County Museum spoke about Desborough Castle at
High Wycombe, a well-preserved Iron Age hill fort which had been threatened by
Medieval fortifications on top of the
Investigations had shown
development.
On a new road south of High Wycombe part of a Roman town,
earthworks.
Magionnium, had been excaváted, uncovering a late ist century area which had been
levelled in about 180 AD and reoccupied in the 3rd century. Two other late Belgic/early
Roman sites had also come to light.

Tim Allen of the Oxford Archaeological Unit talked about the Gatehampton
rescue site, which is well known to SOAG members. He explained the succession of
features: a late Mesolithic or Neolithic settlement with pits and hearths, a Bronze Age
barrow, a later Bronze Age or early Iron Age ditch with a crouched burial, and the
Roman corn dryer dug by SOAG. There was also a Roman boundary ditch and, finally,
a Saxon grubenhaus.
June Knowles

(Si)
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CBA GROUP 9 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This meeting was held in Great Kingshill Village Hall on i October and was
chaired by Tim Allen of the OAU. The main points of discussion were the treasurer's
report and the nomination of regional chairmen. These followed the usual procedure.

Dr Nick Barton (Inspector of Ancient Monuments) then gave a brief lecture on
the transition between the Late Glacial and Post- glacial periods (the Paleolithic to
Mesolithic eras) and flint tools. A lOt of work had been done in northern Europe and
he compared these sites with the dig at Gatehampton Farm, Goring which was in a
similar position, close to a large river, and which had yielded Paleolithic flints knapped
in the same manner. These assemblages suggest that Gatehampton Farm was once a large
and important settlement area. He praised the way SOAG had dealt with the recording
and lifting of the Paleolithic flints and showed slides of them.
Jeremy Melling

HAVE YOU BEEN BITIEN BY THE FLINT BUG?

FLAKE

eocEF

SPILL

SCRAPER

F16R (C/1

FL%NT FLY
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QrChcQ(hiC..U$)

A number of SOAGs have been badly bitten this year by the flint bug or, more
properly, flint fly (Silex archaeolithicus). There has been a severe epidemic in the
Whitchurch area, where it is to be found in great numbers on open ground, preferably
on gravel terraces, where it has bred from c. 4000 BC. The adult emerges as a nax, and
several specimens have been found locally. This can bite, if maltreated, quite severely.
There are many types; the Thames, the Acheulian, the Mesolithic, etc. Cyn suffered a
bad attack from a French flint bug (Silex tardenoisien), several of which were found
nesting in her pockets upon her return from France. The flint fly springs from a coreluvaduck, and these egg-like objects have been found occasionally. The flint fly also cohabits with the pot boiler; both are affected by heat and the settlement of man.
Cynthia Graham Kerr

MUSINGS ON MUSEUMS

Gone are the days when museums were the haunt of elderly gentlemen peering at
dusty specimens in glass covered cases, which bore erudite inscriptions in crabbed
handwriting on curled, yellowing labels. Television has both raised our expectations and
provided popular education within people's own homes, so that now a visit to a museum
isnot simply a quest for knowledge or even something to do on a wet day, but an outing
in which entertainment plays a prominent part. Of course, we all know those museums
in which the entertainment aspect plays such a large part that the visitor in search of
information has a hard task to find it. However, increasingly museums are coming to
present their exhibits in a lively, entertaining, but nonetheless scholastic manner that is
a far cry from the old-style museum of childhood memories which used to be as boring
as the rainy days we were trying to escape.
Reading Museum, as is well known, has far more in store than it has on display.
Three years ago it opened a branch museum in an old Victorian pumping station at
Blake's Lock on the River Kennet. This is an industrial and waterways museum, and
although it is small the exhibits are displayed with such skill that the interest of the
youngest is held whilst those in search of more detailed knowledge are not disappointed.
It is open on Sunday afternoons as well as weekdays and its delightful setting makès it a
rewarding place to visit. The main museum has also introduced Sunday afternoon
opening and is attracting a steady stream of visitors.
One thing that has always troubled Reading Museum is that it has not been able
to do justice to the town's great Abbey and that the sparse ruins, hidden away from the
main shopping areas, give little idea of the former importance of this royal foundation.
Consequently, in the spring of this year, a temporary exhibition was mounted in the
Abbey Gateway where items from the museum's collection could be seen in the setting of
one of the Abbey's original (if much restored) buildings, and against a background of
the large oil paintings depicting the Abbey's history which are rarely seen by the general
public. Children were encouraged to touch certain items and even to dress up, whilst
their elders were given a clear exposition of the history of the Abbey. Stewarding was
partly voluntaiy and carried out by Cluniac monks, some of whom bore a marked
resemblance to certain well-known members of SOAG (and not aH of them male, either).
Reading's monks came in the first place from France, and turning to France, it
was Ann Hitchman's article on Carnac in the last issue of the Bulletin that set me off
musing on museums. She was unable to visit the museum in which most of the finds
from Carnac are on display and hoped to return the following year. We also looked
forward eagerly to a visit to the museum after walking amongst those starkly spectacular
rows of menhirs.
I hesitate to criticise, for this museum has received a national award for its work
and certainly the exhibits are clearly arranged and displayed, The only thing is, they do
not come to life. The introductory video also missed opportunities and seemed a
somewhat hole and corner affair. Was it me, with expectations heightened from overexposure to TV? I think not, as my companion felt the same, but even more telling was
a group of schoolchildren going round. They had the usual work-sheet to fill in and
what concerned me was that they were getting all the answers from the text displayed
beside the exhibits, rather than from the exhibits themselves. They might just as well
have stayed in their classrooms and worked from a text book. One small boy, detached
from the rest, was standing beside a large stone in a passage linking two rooms, lovingly
stroking its smooth sides, but he was only one and probably considered a bit of an odd-

ball.
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What a contrast to the kids who came round the Reading Abbey exhibition,
touching things, colouring in, and really wide-eyed that the room they were in was the
very one (well,more or less) in which Abbot Thorne was shown in one of the pictures
choosing the town's Mayor. As I say, I hesitate to criticise, because an Abbey's heritage
may be easier to display than the remains of a far more distant past, and there is no
doubt that if you wanted accurate information the Carnac museum supplied it. But
some of us need a little imaginative assistance.
Not all that far away we had the Bayeux Tapestry displayed in a way that
excited interest and enthusiasm whilst sacrificing nothing to accuracy. Anyone going
there, be warned, leave plenty of time for there is so much to be seen and absorbed.
And of course, this brings me back to Reading, for its museum possesses the only
facsimile which it can only occasionally display though it does lend it out to other
museums.
Molly Casey

GATEHAMPTON FARM - 1988
Interim Report
Following on from the excavation last year at Gatehampton on the west side of
the railway, a further trench parallel to the east side was excavated by machine for the
Water Board, to about 2 m deep and 7 m wide.

The north end was extremely flinty, but a few features of the gully and pit type
were excavated and contained struck flints and Neolithic potteiy. Two large ditches
about 3 m wide ran diagonally across the centre of the site, about 50 m apart. These
contained bone, pot (mostly Roman) and flints - and a Roman sickle.
Between them lay a large cobbled area which had a 3 m squarish patch of chalk
or clunch, and there was a quantity of large loose flints scattered around and one or two
bits of tile. In the cobbles were found a number of Roman potsherds, mostly grey or
black ware, and a coin of Tetricus (270-274 AD). There was also a fibula bow-brooch of
bronze (about 200-250 AD) and a piece of folded lead - probably flashing.

The section by this cobbled area shows that the pebble layer continued
northwards, met and crossed by other layers, but there was no time to follow this up.
Looking at last year's plan it has been suggested that the cobbles formed a road.

Further bull-dozing to the north of the northern ditch revealed a possible hut
circle and several more small gullies. South of the southern ditch the stones gave way to
river sand and a larger area of dark habitation soil. To the east this was taken down in
spits and a reddened hearth was revealed. This soil was sampled by geophysicist Tony
Clarke, who took 15 samples to date them.
Just north of this were several clusters of flint débitage and many struck flints,
found by working down in spits, and at spit 5 a roughout flint axe (Fig. 1) was found
lying near débitage and pot boilers. Some of the débitage fits together, showing that this
was a working site for flint-knapping. Parts of two leaf-shaped arrowheads were also
found and date the flint-knapping to the Early Neolithic period. The pits and "quarry"
found last year contained similar flint flakes and are probably of the same date.
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Fig.1. Thames Valley axe from Gatehampton Farm.

Beyond the reddened hearth was a series of soil marks which may be the remains
of walls of Neolithic huts or shelters and three pieces of Neolithic pottery were found in
one of these "walls". Further down the site were more ditches; one had some black
Roman pottery in it, and more, together with flints, was found at the far southern
corner.
Cynthia Graham Kerr

July 1988

GATEHAMPTON FARM - STOP PRESS.
Keeping a watching brief on this year's site (April), we took with us a young
Australian archaeologist, Rose Docker, who wanted to see an "English site". We found 50
assorted flakes and blades (many 4-6" long - see Fig.la) lying on the surface, south of
where the Roman cobbled paving had been found. This new site was beneath where the
old spoil heap had lain, outside the area of excavation.
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Fig.1. Flints from Gatehampton Farm. (a) Large blade; (b) ?Mesolithic core; (c) axe-like

core.
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Fig.2. Large flake from Gatehampton Farm.

We immediately cleared the area and contacted Mike Hall (the Water Board
archaeologist) and Tim Allen of the OAU. We were allowed to proceed, and quickly
found a large cluster of fine flints including cores and flakes, which probably indicate a
knapping episode with the debris in its original position. This was carefully recorded.

Tim then handed over the work to SOAG. We expanded to the south, and found
a second cluster beneath the first level, bluer in this case and including a fine
?Mesolithic core, a very large axe-like core and an enormous flake (Figs lb, ic and 2).
In this cluster the flints were piled on top of each other, and it was possible to lift a
complete group of them still in situ and another smaller chunk from beside it to be
examined in the laboratory.
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We trowelled down both areas to the second spit, finding a light scatter of
remaining flints. We dug several trial holes to the south and north of this site. The
southern ones produced only a flint or two and were abandoned. The northern one
produced about 15 flints, four pot boilers and some intrusive later finds - an iron knob,
a nail and a small piece of pot. We tried mattocking another spit down, but came to
sterile brown clay.

John Lewis and a colleague, both from London, visited the site and showed us
similar flints from Uxbridge and Abingdon which were associated with reindeer and
horse bones and date to c. 8000 BC. They are inclined to think that our flints are also
late Upper Paleolithic or very early Mesolithic.
A section adjacent to the two flint clusters was dug with the OAU in order to
establish where they occurred in the sequence of silts. The section was cleaned and
drawn and a core taken from the north end of the trench for microsoil and pollen
analysis.
We are continuing our watching brief on this site. Rose has since joined SOAG as
an overseas member, and nine members were involved in this very satisfactory rescue
operation.

Cynthia Graham Kerr

FOUND: ANOThER SARSEN
On a field walk last summer Pat Preece, Marion Fallowfield and I decided to
explore the track opposite Broad Street Farm at Woodcote. The way went alongside
Dean Wood with fields of Upper Cadley's Farm lying to our left and giving us a fine
view of the Thames Valley. Gradually, as we traversed the edge of the wood, the path
sloped down to Dean Farm cradled in its peaceful little dip in the hills. When we
arrived at the edge of the farm complex we found we joined the ancient hollow way
that was once the old Wallingford - Reading road or Dean Way which must have been
one of the old routes to the farm. Although it was a right of way, clearly people
preferred to walk along the edge of the field rather than struggle through a lane
thoroughly over-grown through lack of use. Nettles, to a height of four to five feet,
filled almost its entire length. However, never daunted, we turned our backs on the
farm and plunged into the stingers with sticks and beat a path along it going north and
west and hedge dating as we went. The counts showed the hollow way to be a good 600
years old and never have we seen such massive bushes of spindle - in some cases they
were almost the size of small trees.
At last the way led us beside two wheat fields and then at the far corner of the
second the path turned sharp right and headed straight for Red Lane (the Reading Crowmarsh road) which was not far distant. All along the two fields the hedges were
pretty old and massive and just at the right angle turn in the track we came across a
large sarsen stone sticking up in the grassy base of the hedge. It lay there obviously
marking the junction of several fields or adjoining farm boundaries and must have been
there for centuries.
Once back home out came the documènts to see if there were any references to
the stone and sure enough we found two. Circa 1213-20: A La stone which lies next to
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the land of William of Wodecot', Eynsham Cartularies I. p. 153. And in 1366: 'In the
same field (South field) is a cultivation called Rykendowne whence there is four acres
in cultivation next to le stone from the west part of the hill', Evnsham Cartularies II p.
121.

A week later we returned to the stone, this time giving the nettles a miss. We
photographed it, measured it and made flotes. We were armed with a special, long, metal
skewer some two feet in length and with this we prodded into the ground all round the
sarsen. From our poking the stone appeared to shelve inward and downward under the
soil. Above the earth it measured 29 inches one way and 44 the other and showed 13
inches above the ground. The south-east side had been worked into a flat surface.

For anyone wishing to see it for themselves, the six-inch Ordnance Survey map
reference is SU 68 SW 632834.
Mary Kift

THE EXCAVATION OF A ROMANO-BRITISH VILLAGE
We saw the advertisement in the Oxford Times for the "open days" at various
sand and gravel extraction sites in Oxfordshire only a week before they took place in
May 1988, and hastily obtained tickets for what sounded the most interesting. This was
Hill's Sand Quarry near Faringdon, on a ridge of Corallian sand capped with brashy
limestone.

In a marquee there were Hill's officials to explain the visual display concerning
the building sand quarrying and landscape restoration plans, but what had made this site
promise to be the most attractive one to visit was featured in another display concerning
the archaeological excavation being conducted on the site ahead of the quarrying. This
is being done by the Oxford Archaeological Unit.

There are some prehistoric and Iron Age remains, but what makes the site "so
important to archaeology at a local, regional and national level" is that the late Roman
Period settlement remains survive at the original ground level as they have not been
affected by later cultivation and so "a unique chance is offered to record the
development of a native village system serving a villa which acquired many of the
attributes of a small rural market town, about 1600-1800 years ago". (Quotes from the
OAU leaflet available at the site, a copy of which is in the SOAG Library).
On our tour we were shown a kiln or bread oven, the foundations of rectangular
buildings, and one large drying kiln which had been enlarged and had extra hearths
added. Another had 2½ foot (0.76 m) wide stone foundations and a number of hearths
with stoke holes which were not bread ovens nor showing traces of having been used for
metal working - our guide said he'd never seen so many hearths, though of course they
represented a span of perhaps 300 years. There were also the stone foundations of a late
ist century farmstead, a many-times rebuilt complex with a sequence of seven cobbled
yard surfaces. One paved surface here had 4th century wheel ruts and might have
indicated a Roman military tax-collecting building; signs of any military presence were
going to be looked for.
The area excavated represented the western edge of the settlement that grew
rapidly in the 3rd century. The large number of kilns and hearths of different shapes

and sizes, the various types of buildings and the finding of over 1000 low denomination
coins scattered over the site suggest the presence of craftsmen and tradespeople normally
associated with a small town serving the surrounding countryside.
Vivienne Hodges

ON ThE TRACK OF APPLEHANGER

During our work on the parish survey of South Stoke the name "Applehanger"
appeared again and again in old documents. The name seemed to be that of a Medieval
manor in the Woodcote - Goring region, but just where was not clear. Determined to
attempt to discover its possible location, we spent many hours reading relevant passages
in the Goring and Eynsham cartularies and looking at the appropriate Ordnance Survey
maps for clues.
It would, perhaps, clarify matters first if a few lines were devoted to the various
people we found who had held the manor until it finally ceased to exist.

The name Applehanger originally appeared in 1181 when the prioresses of Goring
obtained land from the King by a gift of Thomas de Druival: .and five acres near to
Appeihangre' (1). Thomas de Druival obviously owned the manor because in 1205 he
granted it to Hugh de Bixa (2). After this the picture becomes confused; Matilda the
widow of Hugh de Bixa claimed the manor as a dower, but there was some problem.
The Abbot of Oseney appears to have been involved and was said to have recognised
that it was the inheritance of Emma Brande, wife of Robert Brande who was the
warrant of the dower. Matilda paid 100 marks to the Abbot of Oseney and obtained the
manor (3).
'..

Emma Brande had the manor on the death of Matilda; was it possible that Emma
and Matilda were related - even mother and daughter? This seems probable because
after Emma's death, Applehanger was held in 1300 by her daughter Matilda Brande (4),
who might have been named after her grandmother.
In 1347 William Loveday owned the manor (5), although we could find no
reference as to how he acquired it; his brother John owned the adjacent manor of
Elvendon, and Applehanger seems to have come under the jurisdiction of Elvendon
manor court. On William's death the manor was divided between his two daughters,
Eleanor and Joan. Eleanor married John Soundy and when he died she married John
atte Beche and had a son William. Joan married John Tyrel. Their rights in the estate
were laid out in a document dated 1358-59 (6). At about the same time, Joan leased
her share of the manor to Thomas Brounz and shortly afterwards William atte Beche
(after the death of his mother?) did the same (7).

The division of the manor was as follows:

Eleanor atte Beche
Dovecote
Hayfeld
Applehanger Park
Parkfeld
Philippeslith
Ruggecroft
Barrecroft
Ruycroft (also called Raycroft)

Joan Soundy
Longfelde
Wodescrofte
Bykkefeld
Stokkyng
Wellegrove
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Some of these places cannot be found on any available map, but those that can
give us a clue so as to establish the content of Applehanger manor:
1)

Hayfeld is Hayfield on the

2)

Applehanger Park can be equated with Elmorepark Wood. In 1358, as we already
know, it belonged to Eleanor Beche and was "Eleanor's Park". In the 1409
Elvendon court roll the name is written as "Elynore Parke" (8); in 1672 it is found
as "Lnar Park" in the transition to Elmor and the size was 76 acres. The deer
parks in the Chilterns tended to be small, mostly below 200 acres.

3)

Parkfeld: in the area on the west of Elmorepark Wood are the Elmorepark shaws
which surround an arable field which might have been "Parkfeld".

4)

On the east of Elmorepark Wood is found Ruscroft Wood. This consists of shaws
surrounding an open area of land and can be equated with Ruycroft.

5)

6" OS

map.

Barrecroft must have been on the Bar Way, which is now the South Stoke road

(9).
6)

William de la Barre was granted land in South Stoke in 1264-68 (10).
Broad Street Farm once have been Barrecroft? We shall never know.

7)

Wodescroft is now Woodcroft Wood.

8)

Wellegrove: Wellground shaw appears to be near an area which could have
comprised Wellegrove which was a wood by its very name.

Could

Somewhere within the manor lands must have been the manor house with its
dovecote. Beech Farm seems the most likely site for the following reasons:
a)

Apparently there is still a tradition in Woodcote that Beech Farm is Applehanger.

b)

For Beech read atte Beche.

c)

We are told that the present farmhouse has a very old part with cruck beams
and
the renmants of a hall house.

To establish the extent of the manor we looked for areas that could be
excluded
and so followed the borders round (see map).

On the west Wroxhills wood and plantation belonged from an early period to the
Wroxhale family (11) and therefore must be excluded from Applehanger manor.
Clockwise from here is Lycroft shaw which was Leycroft (12) añd belonged
to
Bartolemew atte Purye, certainly between 1314-45 and therefore cannot have formed
part of the manor. Next we come to Childs Lands which are found on the Tithe Award
map for Goring in 1853 and belonged from early Medieval times to Eynsham Abbey;
part was leased to a family called Passelewe in the 14th century (13) and so is outside
the manor. To the north is Dean Wood and this land belonged from the 13th
centuiy
onwards to a family known as atte Dene (14) which sets it apart from Applehanger. The
eastern boundaiy of Applehanger is conjectural, but we feel that the double banks
bounding Lambournes Wood and Juniper Wood (probably part of Applehanger Park) may
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have formed part of the boundary of Applehanger. The western limits of Woodcote
complete the circumference on the eastern side. The southern edge is delimited by
Elvendon manor.

It is believed that after the atte Beches the manor passed to the Lovedays of
Elvendon and lost its identity. The last time the manor appears to be mentioned is in
the court roll of Elvendon of 1526 when William Paslow's land is described as "called
Beche alias Appulhanger" (15).
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Al1 members are invited to submit contributions, including book reviews, for the next
Bulletin - copy to the editor by the end of July 1988, please.

SAXON SOUTH OXFORDSHIRE

Introduction
Most of Oxfordshire is fertile enough to attract settlement for agricultural
purposes and the primary factor controlling settlement is water supply. The principal
sources are springs arising where porous soils overlie impervious beds; a line of villages
of Saxon origin runs from Benson to Chiimor along the Chiltern scarp spring line. On
the Chiltern plateau itself water is provided in patches of sand overlying impervious
material, as at Nettlebed where underlying clay provides both water and clay for brick
making. In the Thames valley a southern displacement of the river in ancient times left
terraces of gravel over the Oxford Clay, giving water from shallow and easily dug wells
as at Dorchester.

Dorchester was a very early Saxon settlement, the existence of which in the late
5th and early 6th centuries is attested by archaeological finds. Although the first Saxon
settlers of Berkshire may have passed through south Oxfordshire, their passage is not
reflected in place names earlier than 571, when 'Cuthwulf fought against the Britons at
Bedcanford and captured Limbury, Aylesbury, Bensington and Eynsham'(Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle). There is, however, along the Thames and the Icknield Way a high proportion
of names of late 6th or early 7th century date, e.g. Goring, Sonning, Reading,
Mapledurham and Watlington. Sir Frank Stenton has identified Fethelee (lost) in Stoke
Lyne near Bicester in north-east Oxfordshire with the 'Feathen Leag' where in 584
'Ceawlin and Cutha fought with the Britons and Cutha was slain' (Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle). This battle probably marked the end of West Saxon expansion and makes it
clear that the West Saxons were responsible for the basic English settlement of most of
Oxfordshire.
This was border countiy! Throughout the 8th century the land either side of the
river formed a disputed area between Wessex and Mercia. Before the end of the 7th
century, Mercian kings had annexed the whole district along the foot of the Chilterns one of them held court at Thame - and more than once during the next 150 years
Berkshire and north Wiltshire also became Mercian, their kings holding their ground
until their dynasty came to an end. It was not until the middle of the 9th century that
the disputed land was finally divided, Berkshire and north Wiltshire becoming West
Saxon, and the plain of central Oxfordshire remaining Mercian.

There being no great abbey near enough to control lands, charters for south
Oxfordshire are far fewer than for neighbouring districts and written records are
therefore somewhat scarce.
The Oxford Plain north of the Chilterns
Bensington (modern Benson): The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle for 571 gives the first recorded
reference to this district. A further note under 777 records that 'Cynewulf and Offa
fought round Benson and Offa took the village. The church, like that of Berrick Salome
nearby, is dedicated to St Helen, a favourite of Offa, but there is no definite evidence
that he was responsible for its foundation. It was a royal manor certainly from 887
until a needy Charles I sold it to property speculators in 1628. Domesday lists it as
Terra Regis, with 32 villagers covering a large area reaching over the Chilterns to the
Thames, north of what was later to become Henley(a 'Medieval new town' of the mid-

i lOOs).
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Dorchester was an occupation site in prehistoric times and a Roman tax-collecting,
posting and market centre on the road from Silchester to Aichester. Mercenaries from
north-west Europe came to garrison the town in the late 4th century when Roman troops
were no longer available; some of their graves have been found nearby. Evidence for
the early arrival of Saxon settlers comes from cemeteries and settlement areas. The last
major rescue excavation prior to gravel extraction was in 1974, and uncovered 101
graves and 111 burials containing weapons and jewellery from the 5th to 7th centuries.
Evidence of sunken huts ('grubenhausen') of 6th century date has been found on at least
three sites and rectangular buildings have also been traced. Some of the grave goods and
other finds suggest that the late 6th-early 7th century community might have been
wealthy, even princely. No trace remains of the church established by Berm on land
given by Cynegils at the time of his baptism; but it was presumably on the site of the
later abbey founded c. 1140 which contains a modern shrine of Berm, modelled on
fragments of an earlier structure found hidden in a blocked doorway in the north
transept.
Cilternsaeten
In the 10th century the kings of Wessex carried out an administrative
reorganisation of central England which obliterated earlier divisions and there are few
Middle Anglian peoples whose names can be placed with confidence on a modern map.
Among those whose location is known, the Cilternsaeten, a folk of some 4000 households,
occupied the plain beneath and to the north of the Chilterns. The Tribal Hideage gives
the Cilternsaeten of Oxfordshire 7000 hides and Buckinghamshire 4000 hides.
Aston Rowant church has two small Romanesque windows which are stated to be of
Saxon origin.
Cuxham is mentioned in a charter of 995.
Pvrton. Watlington. Stonor and Pishill are included in an area referred to in a charter of
777 (declared spurious but also in a later genuine one of 887).
was the birthplace of Edward the Confessor.

Thame: in the last years of his reign Wulfherc (died 675), son of Penda, was in
occupation of this area. It was from Thame that he issued the charter for Chertsey
Abbey.

The Chiltern Hills

Apart from villages along the spring line, it seems that the Chiltern Hills were
occupied comparatively late. There are grounds for the belief that, being in the
possession of the British, they made Thames-side settlements unsafe for Saxons below
Dorchester and so remained for a relatively long time a haven of British life.
The
bills were probably well wooded and became a refuge from the Normans. William I had
to spend a whole year (1067) clearing the Chilterns and for a long time after had to
maintain garrisons along the forest tracks to keep them safe. The office of Steward of
the Chiltern Hundreds is still a royal appointment (used as a way of resigning from
Parliament) and in earlier times was by no means a sinecure. 'Beat a bush and you will
raise a thief was a local saying.
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Checkendon has a Norman church in which the flint and mortar work either suggest the
possibility of an earlier date or that the Normans built on to an existing and partly
ruined church. The method of construction, by placing flints in herringbone fashion
separated by broad bands of mortar, is Saxon. It is possible that the Normans employed
local Saxon workmen experienced in flint work, this being the only local stone available.
The date, plan, material and construction are the same as at Swyncombe, to the northeast.
Ipsden: local tradition says the name is a corruption of 'Bishop's den' and refers to a
supposed cell established by Berm on Berîn's Hill. The English Place Name Society
refutes this and points to the discovery of human remains as giving .a possible name
derivation from 'byrgen', plural of burial place.

The Thames Valley
Whitchurch is recorded in charters of 990 and 1012.
Newnham Murren appears in a charter of Edgar to Aelgifu of ten hides in 966.
Wallingford is a late Saxon defended town, recorded c. 919 as the largest burgh in
Wessex with its own mint. Rectangular defences around the town are believed to have
been part of Alfred's militaiy works. Danes in 1006 'went to Wallingford and burned it
to the ground'.
K.M.Horswell

DIGGING AT SUTFON HOO
Introduction
This world-famous site was discovered just before the Second World War in 1939,
when mound i was dug by Basil Brown. The ship-burial with its treasure - hastily
concealed during the war - caused a great sensation, and by 1948 the British Museum
had completed the long process of restoring the finds. I was fortunate enough to have
the company of Angela Evans at the site. She is the author of the Sutton Hoo ship
burial published by the BM, containing the most up-to-date information on the site.
Prof. Philip Rahtz was the former site Director and he suggested I should contact the
present Director, Prof. Martin Carver of York University, who greeted me upon arrival.

At present three mounds, nos.5,6 and 7, are being trowelled down in quadrants
(see plan). The work covers three main areas of investigation: the Anglo-Saxon and
Prehistoric periods and environmental studies. The dig will close in 1992 and will not
be opened again, I believe, for 100 years.
Last year mound 2 was excavated and the robbed chamber-grave may have had a
boat up-turned on the top. The construction of mound 2 is now known: a hole was in
the centre and it was surrounded by a 3 m quarry ditch. The barrow was conical, built
of sand and gravel which has slumped over the years. There were some finds remaining
in the robber trench and thousands of ships' rivets.
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Beaker period ditches and a roundhouse have been disclosed, and pre-7th century
boundaries - either ditches or rows of postholes, which were visible under mound 2 suggest that the land was divided for a farming community with property boundaries.
The excavation of mound 2 showed that the buried soil had been cut by the
burial-chamber, and some 15,000 finds came from the surface. Irregular plough furrows,
5 m in length, showed on the south side of the buried soil. Subsoil surface features were
shown by colour changes in the soil. In quadrant Y there had been no ploughing since
the 7th century but postholes and pits from the Beaker period, with decorated pots and
nuts, were found. The feel and colour of the soil indicated there were some cremations
in mound 2. (Note: the sand is so acid here that bones disintegrate completely, leaving
only a dark stain remaining in the soil. It needs the greatest care to follow and conserve
the bone outlines left.) Quadrant Y was a difficult area with mangled features and the
soil ploughed. There was a large hearth with four postholes around it and a fence and
ditch; there was also a child's grave with a spear.
Mound

5

This showed plough and cross-plough marks, running north-south as elsewhere,
and the square trenches of earlier excavations occupy a good part of it. A patch which
may be a burial is being investigated.

Mounds 6 and 7

These have over-lapping ditches. The shoulders are of yellow sand with dark
brown areas, some of which seem to be due to slippage. There are robber trenches and
thousands of army bullets! A little pyramid decoration from a sword hilt was found.

Horizon (1) of mound 7 contained a Medieval track-way miming to the east
corner of the site, with a deep ditch and stony ruts. It curved to mound 13 and crossed
one of the anti-glider ditches constructed in World War II.
Environmental research
The Neolithic people cleared the land: this period is marked by less tree pollen
and more grass (cereals). In some of the features we found plant remains - stalks, grain
and nuts (I saw a splendid hazel nut).
Flag Fen
We spent a hot, but most interesting day at Flag Fen, a 'lake village' dating back
3000 years with examples of unusual and complex carpentry in its thousands of pieces of
wood, reserved by the fen waters.

There is a collapsed house, the stumps of which show well above the surrounding
level, and a mass of Bronze Age pottery and other items, such as a bronze dish and
willow ladle. This site was discovered by Dr Francis Pryor in 1982 when fieldwalking a
freshly cleared dyke, when he noticed an unusually split log on the new surface. Now
they have an immense collection of logs and planks, both in situ and in water-tanks, and
we were able to handle several pieces, trimmed and shaped c. 1000 BC (late Bronze Age).
The peat waters have pickled everything - leaves and twigs, seeds and 3000 year-old
pollen grains.
We then drove to West Stow to see various Anglo-Saxon 'restored' huts
experiment in different building methods (rather like Butser).

-
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Working on site
Life on the site was well organised (but not too much so!). There were several
caravans and some tents (I enjoyed a roomy tent) and a complex of huts - two offices, a
drawing office, a tool cabin, a huge fireproof 'safe' for the records - like portacabins,
and a long wooden building housing the exhibition for visitors at one end, the computer
and finds room, and finally a large well-equipped canteen. We had mains water, heated
by gas, and a wash-room and showers. On the one day we could not work outside I
found myself, to my horror, plonked in front of one of the computers. I protested I
could not even type, but under guidance was soon rattling out lists of finds and so
learnt a new skill.

After breakfast, which we got ourselves, we collected barrows and tools and
started work at 8.30 a.m. (sharp!) Each section had its own supervisor and mine was
Andy, who had worked with me in Wales, years ago! Work varied - I trowelled down on
mound 7 for photography, barrowing the spoil about 5 minutes walk away to a distant
heap, and was later promoted to area Y with an interesting hearth full of bits of burnt
flint and difficult to clean. We also pick-axed the Medieval ditch and did odd bits of
surveying, with computer work and finds washing on our one bad day.

There were short breaks for elevenses and tea, and an hour for lunch. At 6.30
p.m. we sat down for a really good meal, such as plenty of roast beef and Yorkshire,
four vegs and a whacking pudding - plates piled high and seconds if you could! (We
mostly did!) The evenings were free and we chatted or visited the local. We finished
the week with a sumptuous barbecue, as several of us were leaving together.
Cynthia Graham Kerr

A VISIT TO THE ORKNEYS

The Orkneys offer more prehistoric sites in less disturbed surroundings than any
other area of the same size in Europe. The fact that the Romans never colonised the
islands meant that the earlier monuments survived intact until the Normans arrived in
the i ith century. These invaders erected a cathedral, churches and fortified settlements,
but the climate and poverty of the soil then and more recently mitigated against large
scale exploitation. The fact that the land has been comparatively little disturbed means
that it is possible to study four thousand years of prehistoiy in a single landscape.
The monuments are well marked on the OS maps and well documented in
archaeological guides. The variety of sites is wide. There are groups of standing stones:
the Ring of Brodgar, the Stones of Stenness, and many singletons. There are many
chambered tombs, rooms some 12 feet square entered by a long passage with one or more
chambers leading off them. The best known, Maes Howe, has given its name to a whole
culture. The Vikings broke into this tomb, sheltering from a storm, and their graffiti
have become almost as interesting as the tomb itself. There is Britain's only rock cut
tomb, so reminiscent of Sardinian ones of the same era, and from a millenium or so later
there are brochs.

There are still many tombs un-dug. Back in 1958 one farmer reported finding a
tomb on a farm he had recently bought. It was promptly sealed by the authorities until
such time as they had funds and money to investigate. After sixteen years of constant
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reminders from the farmer and equally regular refusals from the authorities to tackle
the monument, the farmer put himself through a course of archaeological study and
started to investigate the tomb himself. This brought instant attention from the
authorities; the finds have greatly extended our knowledge of Neolithic burial customs.
Many skeletons were found, none of them complete, and it seems likely that the tomb
was used as an ossuaiy. The bodies were probably first laid out on the 'horns', curved
stone platforms on either side of the forecourt, to be excarnated by eagles. Many eagle
bones were found in the tomb, suggesting that the eagle may have been a totem. The
large quantity of fish bones found suggests that the ceremonies included providing food
for the dead.
The remaining bones of those who had died over a period of time were probably
collected on one particular day of the year and placed within the tomb - this would
account for the orientation of the tombs. For example, the Maes Howe tomb, like the
New Grange one in Ireland, is orientated so that its entrance passage is lit by the sun
on:ly around the winter solstice. It also seems likely that the heaps of bones were moved
around within the tomb from time to time, the various chambers and divisions within
each tomb being used for discrete groups of people. A scientific analysis of the bones
has shown how very young was the average age of death, at something below thirty.
The interior of the tomb was in use for at least a thousand years. In addition, behind
the main wall a great many bodies were added considerably later. This particular tomb,
the Tomb of the Eagles, has been thoroughly described in a book of that name written
by John Hedges and published by John Murray.
Britain's only rock cut tomb is on the island of Hoy, situated on a hill-side with
an open aspect to the north-east. Inside it is some 14 feet long by 5 feet wide, hewn out
of a single block of stone twice that size. Outside the rock has been dressed on three
sides to give right angles aligning it due north-south/east-west. Where cut, the layered
flagstone has been highly polished. On the top surface there are many hollows,
including drainage holes at one corner. If the top platform was used for excarnation,
the need for drainage holes is self-explanatory. It would be difficult to make a complete
survey of the hollows on the surface without removing the lichen, and from the
literature it appears that this has not been done. The entrance of the Dwarfie Stone
opens into a passage, the southern end of which forms a chamber with a portal and a
small platform. This chamber is marked throughout by pick markings, in strong contrast
to the smooth rock interior of the remainder of the tomb. This tomb was opened and
emptied in pre-archaeological days, and many of the graffiti go back to the first half of
the last century.

A number of Stone Age settlements with living areas survive to give a more
complete picture of Stone Age life than almost anywhere else in the world. Skara Brae
is among the best known. Situated on the sea shore, the low rise walls were no doubt
once roofed over with skins and turf. Each house was half below ground level, entered
by a low doorway which was closed by a fitted stone, and connected to the other houses
by a low passage. One main entrance gate would have guarded all the houses. In the
centre of each is a square stone hearth and round it stone stools. Built into the walls are
stone beds, and there are watertight stone 'floor boxes' which it is believed held fresh
water and salt water with fish, including a smaller one in which fish were probably
boiled. Pottery was not yet good enough to use for cooking, which was done by heating
stones in the hearth and then pluíiging them into a stone water tank to heat it. Most
stones could only be heated two or three times before breaking, when they were
discarded to the windward of the house. Soon there were enough stones to provide a
sheltering wall. Sooner or later the pile collapsed onto the house, and hence the name of
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these living sites - 'burnt mounds'. There are still many burnt mounds to be
investigated. The village of Skara Brae and the burnt mound at Isbister near the Tomb
of the Eagles are both very similar to the Stone Age village in Majorca.
Dating to a millenium or so later, plenty of brochs also survive in the Orkneys,
and they, too, with their double walls and carefully enclosed living spaces are
challengingly similar to those of the Mediterranean islands. The broch on Rousay Island
has semi-detached living spaces both inside and outside the main walls, furnished very
much in the same manner as the earlier site of Skara Brae. Technology had moved from
stone to metal, but the domestic living pattern remained very much the same.
Few petroglyphs survive in the Orknys, and to date only one elaborate spiral
carving, now in the museum, has been found. Some of the stone 'fittings' at Skara Brae
had been slightly decorated with crisscross designs. Down at the southérnmost tip of
Ronaidsay Island stands the little church of St Mary, which contains a 'footprint stone'.
This is one of eleven such stones described by J. Ford-Johnston in a paper on the
Megalithic art of Great Britain published in 1959. Since then a twelfth, the Mendip
Stone, has come to light. The Mendip Stone in the Bristol Museum and the Calderstones
in Liverpool are slabs from dolmen-type tombs engraved with outlines of feet, each toe
shown separately. The Orkney stone is also on a slab which may well have been taken
from a tomb, but differs from the former stones in that the markings are sunken
imprints of the whole foot with a line across each, possibly meant to indicate a sandal
strap. Many similar 'footprints' exist in France, Scandinavia, Switzerland and Italy.
Very often, the importance of these stones to pre-Christian people was shown when the
country was converted: for example, St. Wolfgang named no fewer than 21 footprints in
Austria and Switzerland, and the stone 'holed by his knees in penitential prayer' stands
in the famous St Wolfgang Church. In France, the Virgin, the devil and St Martin share
equal honours for many of the footprints. Nor is this stone in the Orkneys any
exception, being placed in a church and known locally as 'St Magnus' boat'.

June Knowles

ARCHAEOLOGY IN GUERNSEY
During a short holiday on Guernsey in June 1988, we took the opportunity to
visit a number of sites and buildings ranging in date from the Neolithic to the 20th
century.

The earliest Neolithic sites - passage graves, long barrows, cist burials and
standing stones - are concentrated on the northern end and the western coast of the
island. The later period sites, Martello towers and the German defensive positions of
World War II, are to be found all round the coast. The Germans not infrequently used
the existing 19th century stone towers, adding their own observation and radar
structures.

Of the Neolithic sites we visited, the most well-preserved and impressive were the
passage graves at La Varde and Le Trépied, the latter being on a headland on the west
coast and a notorious meeting place of the Guernsey witches, their Sabbats being so
important that the Devil himself was said to attend. It was frequently mentioned in the
17th century witch trials. It is a bottle-shaped chamber with three large capstones in
place; the original earthen mound no longer exists.
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Fig.1. Plan of La Varde. The mound was 18 m in diameter.

La Varde is the largest Megalithic structure on Guernsey (Fig.1). The mound
encloses a bottle-shaped chamber approximately 33 feet long by 1 1 feet wide añd 6 feet
in height, constructed of large vertical slabs with capstones, the largest of which weighs
over ten tons. Finds were estimated as 150 vessels dating from the middle Neolithic to
the early Bronze Age. Flint and other stone tools were also found.

The burial mound at Les Fouiallages, near La Varde, was only discovered after a
fire in the gorse revealed granite slabs protruding from the mound. The site was
excavated from 1979 to 1981 and was shown to have been in use from c. 4000 to 2000
BC. Evidence was also found of a settlement site nearby. The burial area has now been
laid out as it was in its earliest period (Fig.2).
The two most interesting standing stones are the Neolithic statue menhirs in the
churchyards of Câtel and St Martin. The stone at Câtel is a stylish female figure with
crown, necklace and breasts in high relief. It had been found beneath the floor of the
chancel of the church and is now standing outside the west door. The statue at St
Martin, known as La Granmère du Chimquière, is of two periods; the original Neolithic
menhir with breasts in high relief as at Câtel, but with later recarving of the head and
shoulders during the Roman period. This gave her more definite facial features, a hood
and short cape with buttons. She had been broken in half by a zealous churchwarden in
the 19th century because of her pagan association, but has been restored and now stands
at the churchyard gate (Fig.3). The custom still survives of placing flowers at her base
and newly married couples, after leaving the church, place an offering of money on her
head. Whilst we were there we found one morning that she had been given an elaborate
garland of flowers round her neck!
The excellent museum in the Candie Gardens in St Peter Port is a 'must' for the
visitor. It has very good displays of Guernsey's prehistoiy with finds from the various
sites, and also the island's history covering sea-faring, fishing and crafts.
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Fort Grey on the west coast is an early 19th century fort, similar to the Martello
towers found on the English mainland, and was part of a chain of forts erected as a
defence against the French. It has now been converted into a maritime museum as a
branch of the Guernsey Museum, displaying material and information relating to the
lighthouses and the wrecks on this rocky and dangerous coast.
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Fig.2. The two stone chambers at Les Fouiallages.

There were at one time a number of water mills on the island,but most of them
have now been either converted to domestic use or demolished. However, we did visit
one at Les Niaux in the Talbot Valley (one of the most scenically pleasant parts of
Guernsey) which was still working and generating electricity for a farm. It has a large
overshot wheel and, according to the date carved on the stonework, was built in 1674.
Guernsey has many other places of historic and archaeological interest; we only wish
that we had had more time to visit them.

Derek Fallowfield
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Fig.3. La Granmère du Chimquière.

Height 1.65 m.

MESOLITHIC FRANCE
This year I worked at a different Mesolithic site in the Ardennes, with our
French members Dr and Mme Rozoy. The site was on top of a precipice - La Roche à
Fépin - a huge schist outcrop towering out of the surrounding forest and dropping down
many hundreds of metres to the River Meuse winding below. The view was magnificent.

The first few days were very cold and wet, but we had a shelter (like a plastic
greenhouse) and so worked in comfort. The soil was sand and decayed schist, and, as
before, we worked in metre squares, doing a quadrant and going down 5 cm at a time.
The flints were mostly small - 5 cm was an average length - but they were quite
plentiful.
The weather then turned extremely hot and masses of flies collected in the shelter
roof, but never mind; we had found a hearth, and I had twenty flints to draw on the
plan of my square!
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We had a visit from Prof. J.P.Penisson, President of the Society of Natural
History of the Ardennes, and a geologist. He came to look at the soils and work in
general and returned the next evening for what was rather grandly called a Conference.
This consisted of a splendid lecture, illustrated with many slides including some from
other local digs; and he produced bagsful of Mousterian flint tools, which were passed
round. The slides included one of a cave in the forest, a mammoth bone and teeth, some
nice flint tools, views of the dig and trial holes, and a flint-butchered bone. He also
gave out some extracts from French reports and I was given one specially for the SOAG
library.
We started work at 8.30 a.m. through till 6 p.m., when we rushed off in cars for
the one temperamental shower which was in an old, empty house of which we had the
use, for our meals, some 4 km from the site. Some slept there, but I preferred my tent in
the forest, the floor covered with myrtle, the noisy dawn chorus of birds, and frogs
singing round me on all sides.

Dr Rozoy is endeavouring to establish the limits of these sites - a daunting task
in the immense wild forest covering the Ardennes, where sites literally have to be
hacked out of the undergrowth.
Cynthia Graham Kerr

A STUDY-TOUR OF ROMAN GERMANY

A week designed and led by Dr Annabel Lawson and organised by FRESCO was
based on Ahrweiler, an attractive Medieval walled town about 20 km south of Bonn. It
included a good introduction to the Roman towns at Cologne and Trier, a stretch of the
Limes with a small and a large fort and two villas, as well as many lesser Roman sites,
Charlemagne's Aachen and Medieval Bad Munstereifel and Boppard. It sounds a lot, but
with a good hotel, a comfortable coach and Annabel's excellent leadership it worked
very well; late April was a wonderful time to drive through the Eifel mountains, along
the Rhine and down the Mosel valley.
Caesar's conquest of Gaul, effectively complete by 5 1 BC, saw the establishment
of the Roman frontier along the Rhine. By 14 BC the Rhine-Danube border had been
created, despite subsequent attempts by Drusus and then Germanicus to extend to the
Elbe. Caesar formed an alliance with a celticised Germanic tribe, the Ubii, who Agrippa
resettled from the right bank of the Rhine to the (Roman) left, in 38 BC. The new
tribal capital, "oppidum Ubiorum", was raised to colonial status in 50 AD by Claudius at
the request of his wife Julia Agrippina, daughter of Germanicus who was born there.
Later the town had connections with Vitellius, Trajan and Constantine the Great; it
became a bishopric in the 4th century and, under Charlemagne, an archbishopric in the
9th century. The Gothic cathedral was begun in 1248. The centre of modern Cologne
was badly war-damaged, giving access to some underlying Roman structures. The
basement of the new Rathaus contains over 50 m of the ist to 4th century Praetorium
and from here one can walk along a length of Roman sewer. Parts of the city wall, with
a corner tower, ruins of the north gate and a little of the aqueduct that brought water
80 km from the Eifel Hills can be seen. Some of the mosaics found earlier and in the
recent reconstruction are in the Römisch-Germanisches Museum, as is a fabulous
collection of Roman glass, much of it made here. After our escorted walk round I spent
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the rest of the time in this museum; some of the party went hunting for the Ubii
monument - the oldest stone monument north of the Alps - and others visited the veiy
early churches built over the tombs of martyrs buried in the Roman cemetery.
Outside the antiquities and the museum, the centre of Cologne had a hard, hectic,
- their guide-books hardly mention the post-war reconstruction, but
emphasise recent prosperity. Trier felt quite different; we had a lovely drive to get to
this pretty märket town on the Mosel, unspoilt by industry and with a great many
magnificent Roman buildings. Disappointingly, the Rheinisches Landesmuseun was
closed for reorganisation so it was not on our itinerary which included the Porta Nigra,
one of the largest Roman city gates ever built which was saved from stone-robbing by
its later use as a church, the basilica, part of the Imperial residence started by
Constantine and with an interior spanned without pillars that equals that of the
Pantheon, the cathedral, which overlies the site of Helena's (Constantine's mother)
palace, the Imperial baths, one of the largest bath complexes in the Roman world though
probably never functional, and the amphitheatre, which formed a part of the town wall
so arranged that Imperial processions and military victory parades could be viewed from
there.
"brassy" atmosphere

For Tacitus, the word "Limes" meant the established limit of the Empire; later the
term included the entire system of depots, roads, control points and military
establishments. The lower Rhine and middle Danube formed "wet" Limes and in
between "dry" Limes developed in stages to the east of the upper Rhine under Vespasian,
Domitian and, especially, Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, until there were over 500 km of
fortified banks, ditches, palisades and clearings, with 900 watchtowers and 60 forts.
Towards the end of the 3rd century repeated Frankish tribal raids overwhelmed this
part of the Limes and the line fell back to the Rhine.
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We went on a walk in the Taunus Forest, tracing the eroded ditch and bank and
visiting the Feldberg exploration (mounted reconnaissance unit) fort built during
Domitian's campaigns against the Chatti, around 90 AD, and under the command of the
praefectus of the cohort stationed at the Saalburg - our next stop.

The Saalburg is Germany's most celebrated caste1lum with a complete
reconstruction of the defences and the interior. Whatever one's views on reconstruction
( Evans' work at Knossos is minuscule compared with some German work), there is a
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Reconstruction of the Raetian Limes,
a stone wall with built-in watchtowers.
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good site museum in the granary building and the foundations of the many buildings
which grew up around the fort are visible - bathhouse, mansio, vicus dwellings,
Mithraeum, cemetery.

The model of the villa at Bad Kreuznach looks magnificent, but little is to be
seen above ground as the recent work has been back-filled and a lot of the rest is under
modern buildings. The main interest is the two large mosaics - the "Gladiator" and the
"Oceanus" in the site museum. The various types of gladiatorial combat are depicted in
great and gory detail. As well as the portrayal of Oceanus, this mosaic shows four
different types of ship with cuttlefish, swordfish, starfish and sea snails.
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Part of the Oceanus mosaic, Bad Kreuznach villa.
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Perhaps the second villa, just down the hillside from our hotel at Ahrweiler, was
the highlight - or was this due to the archaeologist in charge showing his film in the
cellar of the local wine commune (the hotel had let us down in the matter of a blackedout room) and ending with a wine-tasting?
The as yet unpublished villa at Ahrweiler was a chance find during the
construction of a motorway slip-road: 1988 is the last main excavation season and the
site should be open to the public next year. A landslip buried this late Roman villa,
leaving no surface record. A wooden staircase, wattle and daub walls and masses of
decorated plaster have been recovered and stone walls still stand up to first-floor
windows giving a lot of information about construction methods. The road has been
rerouted to preserve the site, which is nearly as large as Chedworth.
Monamy Buckel!

Life in the Ice Age by Anthony J. Stuart is a recent addition to the Shire Archaeology
series (Shire Publications, L 2.50).

Shire have come up trumps again with this excellent little book, which describes
the changing environment of Britain during the Ice Age. This subject, which is
fundamental to our understanding of Palaeolithic man, has until now been rather
inaccessible to the general reader and largely confined to weighty tomes in university
libraries. Anthony Stuart has condensed a great deal of information into an easily
digestible and extremely interesting text.

The period covered is roughly 500,000-10,000 years ago: 'Ice Age now seems to be
a misnomer and the old idea of periods of intense cold alternating with subtropical
conditions is incorrect. Both extremes did occur but for only relatively short time
periods. For most of the time the climate was fairly stable and Britain and north-west
Europe were covered in treeless steppe-tundra vegetation.
Sediments and stratigraphy, absolute dating, climatic change, and changes in sea
level and flora and fauna are briefly described. The 'classic' stages of the Ice Age, the
glacials and interglacials, are then presented in chronological sequence and some of the
more important British sites are described. Emphasis is given to the interrelationship
between man and the flora and fauna, as shown by the rich fossil record present in river
and lake sediments and, especially, in caves. Upper Palaeolithic man is given a separate
chapter, with diagrams showing the record/ of his presence in Britain during the Ice Age
and the changing tool types. However, this!book is not primarily about artefacts and for
these the reader is referred to other sources. The book ends with a short discussion of
the 'overkill factor' - was man responsible for the extinction of many species of large
mammals at the end of the Ice Age?

Indeed, are we still in the Ice Age? Theoretically, yes: we are still within an
interglacial and the climate should be getting cold again within a few thousand years.
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However, the so-called 'greenhouse effect', the artificial warming of the planet through
the burning of fossil fuels and other human activities, seems to be counteracting this.
As with other books in the series, the text concludes with a short bibliography
and a list of museums to visit.

Js
Pottery in Roman Britain by Vivien G. Swan has now appeared in a 4th edition in the
Shire Archaeology series (Shire Publications, L 2. 50).
This was one of the first Shire Archaeologies to be published, back in 1975. It
has now been substantially rewritten. Many of the original plates have been enlarged,
although there are now six fewer; however, all the figure drawings are completely new
and there are four more of these so little if anything has been lost. The book is fatter
too, running to 80 pages compared with 64 pages in the 2nd edition.

The text follows the same layout as earlier editions, tackling pottery forms and
fabrics in a chronological sequence with additional chapters on mortaria, local industries
and kilns. The results of recent research have been incorporated, and throw much new
light on material included in previous editions.

The book is intended to provide an introduction to Romano-British potteiy types
and the development of major production centres. That it has succeeded in this is
attested by the appearance of the 4th edition.
JS

Brochs of Scotland by J.N.G. Ritchie is another new Shire Archaeology book (Shire
Publications, L 2.50).

The broch towers of Iron Age Scotland are unique. These circular fortifications
are mainly concentrated in the west and north, the Western Isles, Orkney and Shetland.
Most were probably built during the first centuries BC and AD, but there is some
evidence for broch-type buildings as far back as 600 BC and they continued in full use
until at least 200 AD and as the focus of settlements well into the early historic period
(400-1000 AD).
Brochs are circular drystone structures enclosing an area 9-12 m (30-40 feet) in
diameter with double walls some 4.5 m (15 feet) thick. The outer walls are built with an
inward slope, giving the tower a cooling tower-like appearance. The space between the
double walls accommodates a guard cell by the entrance passage and a staircase to the
top of the broch; it also allowed the builders to reach as great a height as possible
without adding disproportionately to the weight of the wall. The two walls are bonded
by cross-slabs at regular intervals which form galleries within the wall which were
probably used for storage. Brochs still survive up to 10 m (33 feet) high. Jutting ledges
of stones within probably supported the structural timbers of buildings set against the
broch wall. The whole of the interior was probably roofed with turf or thatch.
This book describes the construction of brochs and the way of life of their
inhabitants as shown by excavation, and takes the reader on a guided tour of the brochs
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of Scotland. The evidence and different theories concerning brochs are examined but no
definite conclusions can be drawn - who built them and why are still unknown.
Brochs are imposing components of the Scottish landscape: anyone touring the
north and west of Scotland would gain a lot from this little book. It includes a gazetteer
of sites and a list of museums to visit.
JS

Anglo-Saxon sculpture by James Lang is one of the latest additions to the Shire
Archaeology series (Shire Publications, L 2.50).

There are thousands of examples of Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Scandinavian stone
sculpture still in existence, particularly in the north of England. Many of these are
Christian monuments - the so-called 'Celtic crosses' and others - and they are mostly,
because of their size and weight, still in their original locations. Many have been built
into the fabric of later churches.
This book describes the form and function of this pre-Conquest sculpture. Most
falls into the categories of architectural decoration (such as door jambs, friezes and
carved plaques), stone furniture (seats and thrones of bishops and abbots, lecterns and
lamp holders), crosses, recumbent monuments, fonts and roods. The free-standing cross
is the commonest form of Anglo-Saxon monument, with the four faces of the shaft
usually carved in panels. The main variants are the free-arm cross, the well-known
wheel-head cross and round shaft forms. There are also chapters on ornament and date
and on iconography. The main part of the book is an 'anthology' of Anglo-Saxon
sculpture, with illustrations and descriptions of pieces selected to show the main
developments and form examples of methods of approach to the subject. Most are from
the north; southern examples include architectural sculpture at Britford church,
Wiltshire, church furnishing at Deerhurst, Gloucestershire, and the Romsey rood in
Romsey Abbey, Hampshire. References for further study are provided, and there is the
usual list of places to visit.
This is the first 'popular' book on this subject to cover the whole of England and
can be recommended to anyone fascinated by the Celtic crosses which occasionally
appear in our churchyards.
JS

SHORT NOTICES
Oxford: the buried city by Tom Hassall has been published by the Oxford
Archaeological Unit, 46 Hythe Bridge Street, Oxford 0X1 2EP at L 2.95 + 30p p&p. This
well-illustrated booklet traces the history of Oxford as revealed by the results of 20
years work in the city by the OAU.

The Rollright Stones: megaliths. monuments and settlement in the prehistoric landscape
by George Lambrick of the OAU uses evidence from modern excavation and survey and
antiquarian sources to present as complete a picture of this and surrounding sites as
possible, and to place these within their regional and stylistic context. Published by
English Heritage and available through HMSO Books, price L 16.00.
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Oxfordshire and Berkshire by James Bond and Luke Over is the title of the first of a
new series of Historical Guides published by the Ordnance Survey (George
Philip/Ordnance Survey, L 9.95). OS maps, from the first series in the last century to the
latest Landranger series, together with historic and contemporary photographs, are used
as the basis for an analysis of landscape change.
English place-names by Kenneth Cameron, a classic in its field, has been revised and
updated. Published by Batsford, it costs £9.95.
Two books which may be specially recommended to youngsters and others who are
newcomers to archaeology are Archaeology explained,_by Keith Branigan (Duckworth,
L 495 paperback) and The
Cambridge guide to prehistoric man (Cambridge University
Press, L 7.95 paperback). The first is a completely revised new edition of a book first
published in 1973 and long out of print, and seeks to answer a lot of the 'hows?' and
'whys?' of archaeology. The second presents a concise survey of human biological and
early cultural evolution.

The CBA (Council for British Archaeology, 112 Kennington Road, London SEll 6RE)
has recently launched a series called Practical Handbooks in Archaeology, aimed
generally at 'the informed amateur'. The first three titles to be published are: Recording
worked stones by the Lapidary Working Party of the CBA ( L 3.95) which concerns
architectural fragments, Survey by prismatic compass by Raymond Farrar ( 2.50) and
British archaeology: an introductory booklist edited by James Dyer (E 2.50).. The last is
the third edition of this CBA publication, greatly enlarged to cover the many new
developments and discoveries in all fields of archaeology. All are obtainable post free
direct from the CBA.

NOTES AND NEWS

Congress of Independent Archaeologists

The second Congress of Independent Archaeologists was held in Cambridge in
September 1987 to consider the role of amateur, unpaid 'independents'. The slackening
enthusiasm for amateur archaeology since the 1970s was partly blamed on the huge
increase in professionalism and the widening gulf between the two. Professional
archaeology is extremely expensive and should perhaps be concentrated on those areas
(such as deeply stratified urban sites) where it would be unfeasible to use amateurs,
leaving other sites (such as pipelines) to the latter. An amateur is able to build up a
detailed knowledge of a particular area which a professional would never have the time
to do, and similarly may become an acknowledged expert in a specialised field. It was
suggested that county societies should concentrate on publishing and local societies
should concentrate on the actual fieldwork; 'desk top publishing' should facilitate the
presentation of reports. In the closing session, the CBA agreed to set up a Liaison Group
to explore how amateurs could contribute more effectively to archaeology. This Group
was established in January 1988, to report back to the next Congress to be held in York
on 8-10 September 1989. One of its first jobs will be to liaise with the CBA regional
groups to look at the work of local societies.
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SOAG's Honorary President

Professor Peter Fowler, now at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and
currently CBA Honoraiy Vice-President, has been appointed Archaeological Consultant
to the Forestry Commission. This is a new post and will complement the Commission's
interests in landscape design and wildlife conservation.

Roman font at Caversham
The discovery of the remains of a Roman lead baptismal tank at Caversham this
year is the earliest evidence of Christianity so far discovered in the Thames Valley. It
was discovered by chance by a workman. in a gravel pit, in what was once a 4th centuiy
Roman well. The piece of lead is about three feet wide by 18 inches deep and shows
diamond patterns and the famous chi-rho symbol of Christianity adopted by the
Emperor Constantine. It could have been hidden in the well to protect it from pagans.
Only six of these tanks are known from Britain, most coming from East Anglia. The
Caversham one will eventually be displayed in Reading Museum's new Roman gallery.
Aveburv threatened...

The Elizabethan Avebury Manor, once open to the public as the home of Sir
Francis and Lady Knowles, will soon be open once again if the new owner has his way as a 22 acre Tudor theme park complete with restaurant, tearooms; adventure
playground, garden centre, car museum and (naturally) a torture chamber complete with
'properly made' replicas, all liberally embellished with armour and waxworks. The
owner, a property developer from St Albans, claims his project will merely cream off
some of the usual visitors and provide jobs. The locals are aghast, arguing that it will
attract a 'different type' of visitor and increase what are already dangerous traffic
conditions. That is not all - plans are also afoot to build a new hotel-cum-visiturs centre
on Overton Hill, right next to the Sanctuary, consisting of three 40-foot conical
structures purporting to simulate prehistoric buildings. This would dominate the present
landscape from almost every viewpoint and could destroy the 'magic' of the Avebury
area. Yet another new hotel and leisure centre is planned for West Kennet. All these
proposals are being vigorously opposed, and it remains to be seen if the Government is
prepared to uphold the sanctity of World Heritage status, conferred on Avebury by
Unesco.
...and Stonehenge

English Heritage has been asked by the Government to consider which of its
properties could be privatised - for commercial exploitation. Henry Cléere, Director of
the CBA, has been quoted as saying "The prospect is appalling...Shall we see Stonehenge
turned into a prehistoric Disney World?". Appalling indeed.

The Historic Farm Buildings Group

The HFBG has begun to publish the Journal of the Historic Farm Buildings
Group, which goes free to all members for their annual subscription of L '5.00 (contact
the Honorary Secretary, Roy Brigden, Museum of English Rural Life, Box 229,
Whiteknights, Reading RG6 2AG). Volume i for 1987 includes articles on the use of
barns, farm-based tourism and redundant farm buildings, an early 19th century 'model'
farm in Powys, and a farmhouse smoking chamber.
.

SOAG ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING 29 FEBRUARY 1988

PAYMENTS

Lectures
April
May
September
November

RECEIPTS

Subscriptions
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Subs & Affiliations
Langtree A.E.
39.00
Current Arch.
5.00
Oxf.Hist.Soc.
8.00
CEA 9
6.00
Butser
5.00

Printing and Typing
Programme
11.50
Bulletin
160.00
Messenger
2.00
Expenses
Telephone
Postage
Petrol
Misc.

DIA Interest
40.00

3.57

Donations

51.90

New Year Party
Tickets
94.00
Raffle
26.80
120.80
63.00

Drinks
Oratory Sc.

38.86
12.15
(51.01)

69.79

Shire Books
Sales
87.90
Purchases
(58.58)

29.32

173.50

Bulletin Sales
29.12
27.37
3.10
2.59

62.18

Typing
Misc.Pchs.

33.00
22.49
(55.49)

109.00
5.80

44.51

114.80

Balances 1988

Lloyds Awards
SOAG C. Ac.
Deposit Ac.
Cash

3.00

Lloyds Bank Award
Award 87
100.00

Purchases
Slide Proj.
& Accs.

306.50

Balances 1987

69.95
163.91
70.17
0.98

305.01
758.49

Signed M. Todd, Hon. Treasurer, 7 March 1988

Lloyds Awd.
25.44
SOAG C.Ac.
155.45
Deposit Ac.
66.60
Cash
2.41

249.90
758.49
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